Psychotherapy, Placebo, and Nocebo {#s1}
==================================

Throughout its history, psychotherapy has been associated with placebos and their effects, and much of psychotherapy's progress and controversy are owed to this complex and disputed relationship ([@B1], [@B2]). The debate encompasses the first origins of psychotherapy itself ([@B3]), the early and seminal publications of Rosenzweig's so-called Dodo bird verdict of implicit common factors underlying the effects of diverse psychotherapy approaches ([@B4]), Eysenck's provocative claims of psychotherapy not showing greater effectiveness than spontaneous remission ([@B5]) or placebo treatment ([@B6]), Fish's concept of "Placebo therapy" ([@B7]), and the epistemological conundrum of placebo insights ([@B8]). More recently, assumingly, verum psychotherapy was shown to be only slightly more effective than (pill) placebo ([@B9]) or nondirective supportive control treatments ([@B10], [@B11]), and observed differences between psychotherapies or psychotherapy and control treatments are strongly influenced by their structural equivalence ([@B12]--[@B14]) and the researchers' allegiance ([@B15]). Also, placebos with a psychotherapeutic meaning have been shown to be effective and to have effects comparable to those observed in subjects undergoing established psychotherapy treatments ([@B16]). These methodological and epistemological issues prompted Cuijpers and Cristea ([@B17]) to publish a guideline on "\[h\]ow to prove that your therapy is effective, even when it is not (...)." Thus, the acknowledgment and understanding of the relationship between psychotherapy and placebo is just as much problematic as it is relevant for research ([@B18], [@B19]) and an ethically sound clinical practice ([@B20]). But how about nocebo effects?

Kennedy was the first to mention the nocebo effect some 50 years ago ([@B21]), emphasizing that the term *nocebo* uniquely refers to a subject-related response, a reaction inherent in the patient rather than in the active drug. The nocebo effects are typically understood as the malicious counterpart of the effects of the placebo. They are usually seen as the adverse consequences to inert treatments, which are associated with a negative meaning, whereas the placebo effects are understood as a beneficial consequence of an otherwise inert treatment provided with a therapeutic meaning. Adverse consequences of treatments can manifest as so-called side effects to an active or inert treatment, nonadherence, or even discontinuation of treatment or the lack or attenuation of beneficial effects of otherwise effective treatments ([@B22]). Noteworthy, not all adverse, negative, or missing treatment responses are to be attributed to nocebo effects ([@B22]). They can also occur because of the natural course of a given disease or disorder, the unsuitability or inaptness of a particular treatment for a given clinical condition, or the lack of responsiveness of a given clinical condition to the administered treatment. Furthermore, and of course, adverse outcome could also be the consequence of treatment errors, malpractice, and unethical or harmful behavior of the practitioner or therapist ([@B23]). But if the mechanisms assumed to explain the occurrence of adverse events after treatment administration were the same that are assumed to underlie nocebo effects, this would suggest that the adverse events were related to nocebo effects.

Mechanisms of Nocebo Effects {#s2}
============================

Several mechanisms have been described as possibly underlying nocebo effects. One of these are patients' negative expectations. Negative expectations can be induced verbally, that is, when patients are informed about the possible occurrence of side effects, or through the behavior of the treatment provider ([@B24]). For example, a rather nonempathic, distanced therapist may induce a negative treatment outcome expectation in the patient ([@B25]). In addition, a high somatic focus ([@B26]) and the presence of certain personality traits, such as anxiety and pessimism ([@B27]), have been related to the occurrence of nocebo effects. Furthermore, classical conditioning effects may play a role, as previous (negative) experiences with the assumed medical agent may contribute to the occurrence of nocebo effects ([@B27]). The significance of classical conditioning as an essential aspect of nocebo effects has been demonstrated in pain research ([@B28]). In addition, nocebo effects have important neurobiological and emotional correlates, which are associated with changes in brain activation ([@B29]), and may play a significant role in psychotherapy.

An additional aspect that is highly relevant for clinical practice and closely linked to the generation of (negative) expectations is the so-called narrative. In each treatment setting, different narratives play a crucial role. First, patients have their own background, experiences, and belief systems that influence their narrative of both why the symptoms are present and how they should be treated (i.e., so-called client narratives or subjective illness narratives) ([@B30]). Second, treatment providers also have their expectations and a theoretical background that shape their illness narratives. Finally, depending on the treatment and next to the theory behind it, there might be manualized methods and strategies to be used in treatment (i.e., also called the healing narrative) ([@B31]). All of these narratives influence the verbal and the nonverbal communication between patients and treatment providers ([@B32]). Importantly, the narratives of patient and provider do not necessarily match. Placebo research has shown that to harness the underlying processes, an open and honest conversation about the mechanisms that underlie the respective treatment effects is key ([@B33]). However, unintentional negative suggestions, such as trivialization (e.g., "You don't need to worry"), or focusing attention (e.g., "Are you in pain today?") may trigger a nocebo response ([@B32]). Assumingly, patients are especially sensitive to negative suggestions, particularly in vulnerable contexts.

Nocebo Effects in Psychotherapy {#s3}
===============================

The question arises which role nocebo effects may play in the context of psychotherapy. Interestingly and relevant to our arguments, the possible negative effects of psychotherapy were common lore in the 1960s as Barlow ([@B34]) points out, "Being awakened to the possibility that one could inflict dire harm on patients during each visit to the consulting room (or even on the way to it) was an ever-present source of anxiety during those early years for many of us" (p. 13). This "dire harm" could consist of the "Pavlovian construct of transmarginal inhibition or a state of complete shutdown of the organism," being inflicted through "intense experiences" (p. 13). Accordingly, although psychotherapy of course can have negative consequences, such as negative side effects but also nonimprovement of symptoms or even symptom worsening ([@B34], [@B23]), these are regrettably underreported and underinvestigated in psychotherapy research ([@B35]). Recently, however, symptom deterioration in waiting-list control groups has been described as possibly being caused by the same mechanisms that cause nocebo effects ([@B36]): The authors argue that negative expectations regarding the hypothesized inactive control treatment and the assumption that patients give up their coping strategies while waiting for a promised effective treatment have been described to explain the observed symptom deterioration. Following a similar line of argumentation, we discuss two examples to illustrate two possible associations between psychotherapy and nocebo effects, and we analyze whether symptom deterioration or nonimprovement observed in psychotherapy may be related to nocebo mechanisms. We close our article with possible recommendations on how to prevent the occurrence of nocebo effects in psychotherapy.

The Role of Nocebo Effects in the Treatment of Chronic Primary Pain {#s4}
===================================================================

Patients with chronic pain often suffer from symptoms that have no clear etiology ([@B37]). The population of chronic pain patients is very heterogeneous; however, they usually share the experience of a long and unsuccessful treatment history. Patients and providers strive to find a clear symptomatic cause for the pain, but although most interventions can help patients to deal with their pain, measurable pain reduction after an intervention is usually small in the long turn ([@B38]). Chronic pain is multicausal, but treatment approaches often fail to take this into account as domain-specific approaches dominate the field ([@B39]). Furthermore, patients usually see multiple physicians and specialists during their treatment odyssey, and because the etiology for most chronic pain conditions is unknown and most likely multicausal, a plausible and satisfying narrative is hard to find. This patient group also often present with a high somatic focus, a tendency to notice and report physical symptoms, which not only leads to reports of increased pain severity and disability as well as negative emotions but also likely influences provider's negative perception of these patients ([@B40]). Also, the nosology and terminology of the condition itself are a challenge. Chronic pain conditions without a clear etiology have been labeled as functional pain, medically unexplained pain, somatoform disorder, or psychosomatic symptoms ([@B41]). However, hearing that "It's all in your head" (as implied by the term "psychosomatic," for example) might lead to reduced compliance and hence symptom worsening. As past research has shown that compliance to medical advice is closely linked to patients' understanding of their illness, a new diagnostic term has far more implications than just semantics ([@B42]). The upcoming ICD-11 introduces a new diagnostic category called chronic primary pain (CPP), which emphasizes pain itself as the disease ([@B41]). This new term holds the potential to change the common understanding of chronic pain conditions and help explain why an interdisciplinary treatment approach is crucial. In experimental pain research, the occurrence of nocebo effects has been demonstrated using placebos accompanied by negative verbal suggestions ([@B43]). All of these points may contribute to induce nocebo effects, as negative expectations caused by demoralizing treatment experiences are likely to occur. In addition, the negative appraisal of pain symptoms (e.g., the assumption that pain is a threat or linked with tissue damage) and catastrophizing or rumination around pain may further contribute to the occurrence of nocebo effects. Thus, the chronic pain population is a specifically vulnerable to the occurrence of nocebo effects even without an active or inert treatment being administered.

But what do the outlined high potential for the occurrence of nocebo effects in people with chronic pain and the possibility to induce nocebo effects by simple verbal suggestion imply for the actual treatment of chronic pain patients? In this vulnerable population, a careful focus on expectations, a focus on positive effects of the treatment, and a trustful patient-provider relationship are crucial, keeping in mind a fine-grained and sensitive understanding of the several layers these conditions present with. To avoid nocebo effects in treatment, clinicians should be especially aware of past adverse experiences that their patients might have made in previous treatments ([@B44]). Additionally, studies have identified other risk factors for the nocebo effect, such as verbal suggestions of arousal and symptoms, social observation, and baseline symptom expectations ([@B45]). Considering that, in many cases, both the patient and the provider have a negatively connoted narrative about chronic pain, an open and transparent communication about their respective understanding of the development, maintenance, and handling of chronic pain appears central, ensuring an individualized treatment plan, which is crucial for the development of a shared understanding and for the creation of a more hopeful narrative of the condition itself ([@B46]). One good example is the use of metaphors to explain that pain by itself is a necessary and adaptive bodily function; however, if the system remains in a constant state of alarm, it becomes maladaptive ([@B42], [@B47]). As a second example, in the context of medically unexplained symptoms, it has been shown that psychotherapeutic treatments were most effective when delivered by psychotherapists ([@B48]). This finding might be because of psychotherapists focusing on patients' individual expectations, motivations, and perceptions, which may in turn correct patients' inaccurate understandings of their symptoms. The idea that an inaccurate understanding of chronic pain may increase chronic pain begs the question how can we best correct that inaccurate piece of knowledge? Psychology, hand in hand with other disciplines, such as biology and neurology, can contribute to a more elaborate shared narrative between patient and treatment provider and in turn may lead to the reduction of negative expectations.

In contrast, we will give an example of a psychotherapeutic treatment that has been shown to have limited benefits, and we will discuss whether the observed effects can be related to the occurrence of nocebo effects.

The Case of Debriefing for Trauma Survivors {#s5}
===========================================

In 1983, Mitchell introduced Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) ([@B49]) as a crisis intervention for use with small homogeneous groups of paramedics, fire fighters, and law enforcement officers who were distressed by an exposure to some particularly gruesome event" (p. 2) ([@B50]). Initially, CISD was not thought to be a stand-alone treatment, but it soon gained popularity, was applied in different trauma populations ([@B51]), and was adopted for use in individual settings ([@B52]). Despite numerous adoptions ([@B53]--[@B55]), the main elements remained the same, that is, the trauma experience will be discussed with a focus on distinguishing between facts, cognitions, and emotions. Through the intervention, trauma survivors shall learn to judge negative reactions after trauma experience as "normal" reactions ([@B52]).

However, despite the initial enthusiasm toward trauma debriefing, several systematic reviews and meta-analyses found no evidence for the superiority of trauma debriefing over control treatments in preventing the occurrence of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms in the aftermath of trauma experience ([@B52], [@B56]--[@B60]). On a closer look, the reviews included a number of studies that reported even an increase in PTSD symptoms after trauma debriefing compared with control treatments ([@B61]--[@B63]). Mitchell ([@B50]) argued that the negative effects of trauma debriefing in several studies can be explained by the debriefing not being implemented as manualized, that is, not within a homogeneous group setting, not with the designated trauma populations, and not with emergency staff but with trauma victims. In contrast, other researchers argued that the negative effects indicate the real danger of debriefing interventions to contribute to symptom deterioration. In this sense, it has been proposed that the negative effects may be caused by a strong pathologizing of the trauma ([@B27]), limited time for the trauma processing ([@B64]), and the creation of an expectation toward the occurrence of PTSD symptoms ([@B59], [@B60]).

Of the three outlined possible explanations for the failure of trauma debriefing in preventing PTSD symptoms, two can be closely related to nocebo effects. First, the information regarding potentially occurring negative reactions after trauma experience may increase the expectation of the occurrence of negative reactions, which may in turn induce the development of such negative reactions. Second, the focus on observed symptoms after trauma experience might lead to a reevaluation of the observed symptoms in the sense that the severity of the symptoms might be exaggerated, resulting in more negative evaluations of their own symptoms. In particular, persons with a stronger tendency for somatic symptoms might even be prompted toward negative reactions of their body, including emotional states, and in turn perceive and report an increase in negative reactions. The mechanisms would thus be the same as in the case of the administration of placebo pills, which lead to the experience of side effects after debriefing patients about potentially occurring side effects. Rose and colleagues have argued in this line in explaining the disappointing results of trauma debriefing in preventing PTSD symptoms in their meta-analysis ([@B59]).

Thus, the previous analysis has demonstrated that at least some of the mechanisms that have been postulated to explain the occurrence of negative outcomes after trauma debriefing are the same as those that are used to explain the occurrence of nocebo effects, suggesting a(n) (unwanted) proximity between nocebo effects and psychotherapy.

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

Based on the discussion of whether psychotherapy and placebos share some unwanted proximity, we set out to examine possible associations between nocebo effects and psychotherapy in the present article.

First, we examined the potential for nocebo effects in patients with chronic primary pain. In this context, we identified relevant nocebo mechanisms that may occur during treatment of chronic pain, including mainly the creation of negative expectations. Thus, we conclude that patients with chronic pain may reflect a population with a particularly high risk for the occurrence of nocebo effects. However, the same arguments may hold true for other patient populations with symptoms that lack a clear etiology (e.g., medically unexplained symptoms or mental disorders, such as depression). We highlight the need for a flexible treatment approach, to address patients with preexisting treatment experiences, their negative expectations and motivations, and their subjective illness and healing narratives. Negative treatment expectations have been demonstrated to be related to negative treatment effects in other domains of health care \[e.g., Ref. ([@B65])\]. The highly individualized approaches of most psychotherapeutic treatments offer the possibility to address the outlined issues. Thus, psychotherapy may be seen as a means to reduce nocebo effects in the treatment of chronic pain.

Second, we examined whether the observed occurrence of unwanted outcomes after the administration of trauma debriefing may be related to nocebo mechanisms. We conclude that at least some of the mechanisms that are assumed to be the cause of nonimprovement or even deterioration of symptoms after debriefing of trauma survivors are the same that underlie nocebo effects---most importantly, the creation of expectations regarding the occurrence of PTSD symptoms. Accordingly, just as it has been discussed in the context of other health care settings ([@B22], [@B66], [@B67]), debriefing of patients regarding possibly occurring symptoms may contribute to nocebo effects in the context of psychotherapy as well.

In terms of recommendations for clinical practice, the most relevant question is, "How can the occurrence of nocebo effects best be avoided within an ethical framework?" In the context of psychotherapeutic treatments, this essentially involves the following principles: first, to speak openly and honestly about the possible occurrence of nocebo effects in the course of psychotherapy; second, to address possible adverse responses to psychotherapeutic treatment; and third, with respect to the importance of the narrative, the choice of words should be carefully considered in treatment settings, taking into account the patient's own background and understanding (i.e., the patient's subjective illness narrative). In recent years, the impact of media presentations of health on individual patient's treatment expectations gained increasing relevance ([@B66]). Therefore, discussing and possibly correcting negative expectations, which patients gained by media consumption, in relation to the occurrence of nocebo effects, need to be considered during treatment as well.

With regard to implications for research, the main question may be "How can future studies advance our knowledge of the link between nocebo effects and psychotherapy?" One of the most important issues for psychotherapy outcome research might be that negative outcomes are measured and reported. To date, however, only a minority of psychological trials reported negative outcomes, but most psychotherapists stated that negative effects do occur within psychotherapy on a regular basis ([@B35]). Of course, unwanted effects are not necessarily linked to nocebo effects, but the reporting of negative outcomes in psychotherapy research is a prerequisite for a closer examination of the risk of the occurrence of nocebo effects.

To conclude, the issue of nocebo effects, which occur as a consequence of informing patients about the prognosis of their symptoms, including the disclosure of possibly occurring adverse reactions after treatment, is subject of an ongoing debate \[e.g., Refs. ([@B67]--[@B70])\]. By outlining the possible relations between psychotherapy and nocebo effects, the present article contributes to translating this debate to the field of psychotherapy research.
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